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If there is one thing commercial fitness players have learned, 

it is that innovation is relentless. Just when you think you’ve got 

everything in place and can take a breather, along comes plate 

loaded strength, or ground zero, or functional training, or most 

recently cross fit. The issue is always, “How do you respond?” “How 

do you not get run over?”

You can be reactive, trying to match the guy down the street 

or across town. Or you can try to get ahead of the curve and go on 

offense. This article is about that second way.

When Torque Fitness decided to make a run at the commercial 

strength environment, they got a lot of advice on what pieces 

they had to have in their line. A year later they had a line of 18 

selectorized pieces and 20 free weight pieces – everything they 

were told the strength exercise floor needed. To them, the piece 

proliferation felt like a Wizard of Oz assignment.  Just slay one more 

wicked witch, and you can go back to Kansas.

Then the light bulb lit up in their heads. What would happen if 

they designed systems based not on what the strength floor needs, 

but on what the body needs? If you train the human body better 

than everyone else, isn’t that how you win? This led to a new design 

philosophy that Torque calls “Body Logic.” You focus on giving the 

body everything it needs, which just so happens to be accomplished 

with fewer pieces in a smaller footprint. This was the thinking behind 

Torque’s M8 strength circuit which consolidated 18 machines into 

a more intuitive 8 unit circuit, primarily for deconditioned novices 

starting out. As you will see, other pieces further up the training 

continuum complete the process of designing for the body instead 

of the strength floor.
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Going On Offense 

Chestnut Hill College – Torque Fitness X-Rack installed by Gym Source
“The customized 54’ X-rack was the perfect fit for a much more functional and efficient experience 
for all of our users - student-athletes, students, faculty and staff. To say we are loving it, would 
be a huge understatement!”       
- Sandy Dickson. Director of Fitness and Recreation, Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia PA
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Torque’s Body Logic thinking emerged just when clubs had 

to find space for systems to counter the cross fit craze. Box gyms 

threatened to peel members away with the lure of high intensity 

functional training and the excitement of a group exercise 

experience. Clubs needed an answer. At this time, Torque saw an 

opportunity to put their years of design and engineering expertise 

toward building group exercise racks that were more rock solid 

during extreme movements with smoother function and feel in 

all the moving parts. So when box gym owners or users tried out 

Torque’s club quality systems, there would be no comparison. Other 

discoveries followed.

When cross fit first came along, most clubs had no room for new 

equipment on the existing strength floor. So they would convert a 

racket ball court or group exercise room into a look-alike cross fit 

“box gym.” However, clubs that found room for group strength on 

the existing floor discovered that group exercise sights and sounds 

brought a level of excitement that enhanced everyone’s experience 

on the floor. So in addition to superior equipment, Torque designed 

systems that could fit into existing spaces. They brought out units 

that fit in corners and systems that could start with a small footprint 

and expand as popularity grew.

As Torque proceeded to think logically about how best to serve 

the body, they began applying logic to other ways to get ahead of the 

curve. Three other thought processes emerged in addition to Body 

Logic: Training Logic, Space Logic, and Dollar Logic.

Training Logic
Thinking about the entire floor, Torque reasoned that the ideal 

equipment set up should provide an entry point for every level of 

conditioning, and smooth transitions through the levels of function 

and intensity, from novice to extreme and everything in between. 

Novice members can begin with full muscle group conditioning on 

Torque’s M8 circuit where they strengthen muscle groups through 

the “training wheels” of fixed motion. When they’ve learned the 

movement patterns necessary to progress, they can graduate to 

the functional motion of cable systems and free weights where 

they train the way their body moves in real life. To go further, they 

are now ready for group functional training where peers challenge 

and encourage each other in a more intense group experience. This 

can start on Torque’s X-Lab at moderate intensity, and if the user 

desires, to more intense ultimate training on the X-Rack. Training 

Logic yields an entry point at every level of conditioning and smooth 

transitions to progressively higher levels.

Space Logic
Everyone knows there will never be enough space to accommodate 

every new innovation. This means that new innovations must be 

configured in compact footprints and offer superior exercise function 

over equipment they might have to displace. That’s why Torque’s 

Cable Technology Jungles consolidate multiple cable stations in a 

compact footprint around a central core rather than spread around 

in several single stations. Further, Torque’s Group functional training 

systems – the X-Lab and X-Rack - are available to fit center, corner 

or wall spaces, and expand modularly as popularity grows. Space 

logic is a process of accommodating innovations in existing space 

by consolidating footprints and bringing more exercise function to 

the floor without any compromises.

Dollar Logic
You could stress out when you feel forced to invest in new 

innovations, or you can see your expenditures pursuing the most 

long term competitive advantage for the dollar. An X-Lab and X-Rack 

not only puts you on offense against interlopers like box gyms, they 

also enable you to displace a number of expensive selectorized and 

free weight pieces, This will ultimately optimize your equipment 

investment strategy while also maximizing your top line and bottom 

line long term.  

In Summary
If you bring in equipment to match the club down the street or 

across town, your journey is unending. If you take a step back and 

ask yourself what makes sense for the body, for training, for space 

utilization, and for dollars, you are beginning to apply logic to the 

big picture. Body Logic, Training Logic, Space Logic and Dollar 

Logic will help get you ahead of the curve. 

For more information contact Torque Fitness Toll Free: (877) 867-7835, 

Phone: (763) 754-7533, or Email: sales@torquefitness.com.
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